**ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION**

From **BAYYY** on track 274° to cross **PUCKS** between 10000 and 14000.

**LANDING RWY 4**: From **PUCKS** on track 290° to cross **FRDDY** between 8000 and 10000 and at 240K, then on track 289° to cross **FIGGG** between 6000 and 7000, then on track 255° to cross **SHUUG** at 6000 and at 210K, then on track 222° to **EMARR**, then on track 222°. Expect vectors to final approach course.

**LANDING RWYS 13L/R, 17**: From **PUCKS** on track 290° to cross **FRDDY** between 8000 and 10000 and at 240K, then on track 289° to cross **FIGGG** between 6000 and 7000, then on track 278° to cross **IVEEE** at 6000 and at 210K, then on track 280° to **VILLI**, then on track 311° to **ALLLY**, then on track 311°. Expect vectors to final approach course.